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FRONT-END DEVELOPER

/sakina-nadiadi
https://github.com/sakinanadiadi

SUMMARY
I am a Front-End Developer with a passion for
creating and building accessible web applications
with clean, reusable code and provide a great user
experience. My diverse background in customer

PROJECTS

service allows me to excel at logical thinking and

Filmy Studio - Site | GitHub

problem-solving , allowing tech industry to be the

HTML5 | CSS3 | REACT | FIREBASE

perfect field for my skillset. I have a deep curiosity

Working with the TMDP API, the app retrieves and displays all movies

to learn something new and be creative

and TV shows information for a movies that the user inputs. The results
can be added to the favourite list and view whenever they come back to
that APP.

SPECIALIZATIONS

Knowledge Hub - Site | GitHub
HTML5 | CSS3/SAAS | JAVASCRIPT | PAIR PROGRAMMING

HTML5

CSS3

SASS

JQuery

A reference book about a word that user wants to know and in result it
gets a definition, synonyms, audio and pictures.

JavaScript

React

Rest
API's

FunPlace - Site | GitHub
Firebase

HTML5 | CSS3/SAAS | JAVASCRIPT
Fully responsive and accessible design with some modal pop up.

GitHub

Responsive
Design

Accessibility

Photoshop

CAREER SUMMARY

CORE SKILLS
Communication | Team Development + Collaboration
Creative Problem Solver | Customer Service

Customer Service Representative
HGS | FEB 2021 - April2021
Maintained customer satisfaction with forward-thinking strategies
focused on addressing customer needs and resolving concerns.
Evaluated account and service histories to identify trends, using data to

ACADEMIC HISTORY
Juno College Of Technology

mitigate future issues.
Offered advice and assistance to customers, paying attention to special
needs or wants.

Front-end Immersive Boot camp, June 2021 August 2021

Customer Service Representative

JavaScript Course, May 2021

Motif India Pvt. Ltd. | July 2015 - September 2016

Web Development Course, May 2021

Gujarat College Of Commerce
Masters of Commerce, May 2013 - April 2015

JG College Of Commerce
Bachelor's of Commerce, April 2010 - April 2013

Listen attentively to caller needs to ensure a positive customer
experience.
·Access electronic and paper cataloguing systems to look up product
information and availability.
·Excel within a service-oriented company, demonstrating a talent for
communicating effectively with customers from diverse backgrounds.

